
 
 

GENERAL DISCRIPTION  

This is designed for to sens Registration Mark on product. It continuously scans the presence of 
Registration Mark on the moving Packaging Film. This make packaging machine to seal the pouch mark to 
mark. The logic is developed such that it suits to every machine mechanism. 

 The logic controller accepts signals from scanning head & other Proximity/Micro Switch  and gives 
required output as per the programmed logic. 

 

 There is a in-built Counter (6-Digit) with memory facility to count Total number of pouches. 

 There is (2 digit) display with memory facility which indicates  operating time in mili second for 
forward and reverse motor. 

 Six LEDs indicates which process is being operated. 

SPECIFICATIONS  
1. Micro Controller Based, Double Display. 

2. Size: 96 X 192 X 95 mm. 

3. Supply: 110V AC. 
4. Output:  110V AC for Control Winding 

       110V AC for Main Winding 

SALIENT FEATURES  

1. Micro Controller Based Controlling. 

2. On-Off power supply Switch. 

3. Built-in Pouch Totaliser with 6-Digit Memory. 

4. Digital Display of Motor ON time (Adjustable). This helps in faster setting of the Machine for different 
size of Pouches. 

5. Input : Color Mark Sensor / Proximity Switch / Micro Switch 

6. Push Button for manual Operation of Motor in Forward or Reverse Direction. 
DISPLAYS 

A. Display 1: Upper 6-Digit Display in RED colour indicates current reading of COUNT (0-999999). 
B. Display 2: Lower 2-Digit Display in RED colour indicates TIME ((0-99)×10 milliseconds) for which Motor 

moves Forward or Reverse when the pouch is not in Exact Position. 
C. LED’s: 1. First RED LED (F) glows when control MOTOR RUNS in Forward Direction. 

2. Second GREEN LED (SF) glows when Proximity for forward motor is sensed. 
3. Third YELLOW LED (P) glows when Photocell sensor is sensing. 
4. Fourth GREEN LED (SR) glows when Proximity for reverse motor is sensed. 
5. Fifth RED LED (R) glows when control MOTOR RUNS in Reverse Direction. 

FRONT KEYS AND DESCRIPTION 
 UP-DOWN KEY: 

               
Above UP-DOWN keys are used to set the Time in Two Digits from (0-99) ×10 mili-Seconds for which 
motor moves forward or reverse when the pouch is not in exact position. 

 
 FORWARWD –REVERSE KEY: 

  
  These keys are used in manual operation when user wants to operate forward and reverse motor 

Manually. 
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  If  you press key, then LED(F) will glow indicating motor runing  in forward direction.  
Motor remains in on condition until operating time is over. 

  The same phenomenon happen but in reverse direction when you press                     reverse key. 
 

 ZERO KEY: 
 

 This key is used to reset the count. When you press this key then display will indicate 000000 
count.  

 
CONDITIONS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR POSITIONING OF THE MOTOR  

 
 When the pulse from the photocell and pulse from the forward proximity comes at the same 

time then motor runs in the forward direction. 
 When the pulse from the photocell and pulse from the reverse proximity comes at the same time 

then motor runs in the reverse direction. 
 In healthy or running condition the pulse from forward proximity, photocell and then reverse 

proximity is sensed one by one.  

 This figure shows the selector switch whether one likes to operate the    photo control unit 
in the light or dark mode. The light and the dark modes indicates whether the instrument 
senses the positive pulse or the negative pulse depending upon the type of the photocell. 

 WORKING 
 The photo sensor is connected as the input to the photo controller and also  the two proximty 

switches are also connected as input for sensing. 
 Depending upon the conditions mentioned above the photocontroller will give the signal 

accordingly to move the motor either in forward or reverse direction.  
 If any mismatch occur during packing time then the controller adjust mismatch by rotating 

forward or reverse motor. 
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